Abstract. Optical-absorption cross-sections and energy-loss spectra of aligned multishell carbon nanotubes are investigated, on the basis of photonic band-structure calculations. A local graphite-like dielectric tensor is assigned to every point of the tubules, and the effective transverse dielectric function of the composite is computed by solving Maxwell's equations in media with tensor-like dielectric functions. A MaxwellGarnett-like approach appropriate to the case of infinitely long anisotropic tubules is also developed. Our full calculations indicate that the experimentally measured macroscopic dielectric function of carbon nanotube materials is the result of a strong electromagnetic coupling between the tubes. An analysis of the electric-field pattern associated with this coupling is presented, showing that in the close-packed regime the incident radiation excites a very localized tangential surface plasmon.
Introduction
The description of the electronic response of carbon nanotubes [1, 2] has been a challenge for theoretical and experimental investigations. Various theoretical studies of plasmon excitations in single-shell carbon nanotubes were reported [3] [4] [5] , electron-energy-loss spectra from individual multishell nanotubes were investigated [6] [7] [8] [9] by changing the number of shells, and curvature was found to induce little effect on the covalent bonding of multishell nanotubes [10] . With the availability of aligned carbon nanotube films [11, 12] , optical measurements were carried out with polarized light [12, 13] , thereby evaluating the frequency-dependent effective dielectric function of the composite and showing that carbon nanotubes have an intrinsic and anisotropic metallic behaviour. Accurate calculations of the effective dielectric function of densely packed carbon nanotubes, as obtained by solving Maxwell's equations with the use of tensor-like dielectric functions, have been carried out only very recently [14, 15] .
In this paper we report extensive calculations of the frequency-dependent effective dielectric function of a composite made up of aligned carbon nanotubes embedded in an otherwise homogeneous medium. In Section 2 our effective medium theory is described. We take an electromaga e-mail: wmppitoj@lg.ehu.es netic wave normally incident on the structure, and focus on the case of electromagnetic waves polarized normal to the cylinders (p polarization). For this polarization we also introduce a generalized Maxwell-Garnett (MG) [16] effective dielectric function appropriate for anisotropic tubules. Absorption of p polarized light is found to be sensitive to both the inner cavity of hollow tubules and the anisotropy, which we first investigate in Section 3.1 within the MG approach. In Section 3.2 we focus on the close-packed regime, showing that the experimentally measured macroscopic dielectric function of aligned carbon nanotubes is the result of a strong electromagnetic coupling between the tubes. Calculations of the electric field, the induced charge, and the so-called energy-loss function, i.e., the imaginary part of the effective inverse dielectric function, are also presented, for various values of the filling fraction and the ratio of the internal and external radii of the cylinders. The main conclusions of our work are addressed in Section 4.
Theory
Take a periodic array of infinitely long multishell nanotubes of inner and outer radii r and R, respectively, arranged in a square array with lattice constant a = 2 x R, as shown in Figure 1 . These tubules are assumed to be embedded in an insulating medium, with a real and positive dielectric constant ε 0 . In the energy range of interest in the interpretation of absorption cross sections and energy-loss spectra the diameter of typical multishell carbon nanotubes (2 R ∼ 10 nm) is small in comparison to the wavelength of light, and we also assume that this diameter is large enough that a macroscopic dielectric function is ascribable to the tubules. For simplicity, the magnetic permeabilities will be assumed to be equal to unity in all media.
Planar graphite is a highly anisotropic material, and the dielectric function is a tensor. This tensor may be diagonalized, by choosing Cartesian coordinates with two of the axes lying in the basal plane and the third axis being the so-called c-axis. One defines the dielectric function ε ⊥ (ω) perpendicular to the c-axis and the dielectric function ε (ω) for the electric field parallel to the c-axis. For carbon nanotubes, we assume full transferability of the dielectric tensor of planar graphite to the curved geometry of carbon tubules, as suggested by Lucas et al. [17] for the case of multishell fullerenes. Hence, we simply assign a local graphite-like dielectric tensor to every point inside the nanotube and outside the inner core, and writê
where θθ, zz, and rr are the unitary basis vectors of cylindrical coordinates. In the long-wavelength limit, a composite material may be treated as if it were homogeneous, with the use of an effective dielectric function ε eff . The optical absorption cross section of the composite is then directly given by Im ε eff (ω). Also, for small values of the dimensionless parameter qR (qR < 1), q being the momentum transfer, the energy-loss spectra of a broad beam of swift electrons penetrating the composite is found [18, 19] to be well described by the q → 0 limit of the imaginary part of the effective dielectric function, i.e., the so-called energy-loss function, Im[−ε
We consider an electromagnetic wave normally incident on the structure, so that k y = k z = 0. For this propagation direction there are two different values of ε eff (ω) corresponding to s and p polarizations. In the case of s polarization the electric field is parallel to the cylinders at every point, and is not modified by the presence of the interfaces. Hence, the s effective dielectric function of the composite is simply the weighted average of the dielectric functions of the constituents [20] .
For electromagnetic waves polarized normal to the cylinders (p polarization), the electric field may be strongly modified by the presence of the interfaces. An elementary analysis shows that
where E is the average electric field over the composite,
E in and E out representing the average electric field inside and outside the tubules, respectively, both lying in the plane of periodicity.
In the case of a single two-dimensional circular inclusion (plain or hollow cylinder) embedded in an otherwise homogeneous medium (f → 0), one easily finds
and equation (2) then yields
where α represents the in-plane dipole polarizability per unit volume. As long as the composite is made of a sparse (f 1) distribution of cylinders the presence of multipolar modes can be neglected [21] , and the interaction between the cylinders can be introduced by simply replacing the average electric field E in equation (4) by E out . Then, with the aid of equations (2) and (3), one finds
and ε −1
with the geometrical factor L = 1/2. For cylindrical geometry [22] ,
